Jose Castillon Henao was said to have cut a dashing figure on the streets of downtown San Diego. Partial to expensive Armani suits and accompanied by a flashy girlfriend, the Colombian native—who said he was a fisherman from Panama—made the rounds of shops at the Palladium and galleries in Seaport Village, snapping up diamonds, artwork, and custom-designed jewelry.

He frequented one of the best Disco in Oceanside Harbor District, a nightclub now abandoned, next door to the conference center. His people said the sales staff at the condo complex that they were in the real estate business and were using the computer set up inside their 25th-floor condominium to track fish movements via satellite.

But federal prosecutors say Castillon wasn’t really a fisherman. Instead, they say, he was captain of a billion-dollar cocaine-smuggling empire for the Cali cartel. They say that during five years as a part-time student of American Bible City, Castillon invested millions of dollars in drugs, business, and real estate. He indulged in fancy handbags, champagne, and books.

April 1998, Colombian officials arrested Castillon in connection with the seizure of 12 tons of cocaine off a fishing boat off the coast of Peru. Five months later, Mexican authorities handed Rodriguez-Lopez at his office in La Paz, Baja California Sur. As both men languished in foreign prisons, the United States government filed suit in federal courts here to seize the condominiums at Ocean Harbor Drive. Rodriguez-Lopez’s name was on the condominiums. His people said they had evidence that Castillon, a drug lord, had paid him.

But Rodriguez-Lopez, who remains
The Defense Of The Woods

By Bill Mauzerall

Sibaver De La Mora Ceceles is hard to spot among the ten-foot-high reeds of the pristine section of the Tijuana River. "Neighborhood" is a word you might use to describe this lush water-bound area, but the Tijuana River, in the heart of Mexico, is not a place you would normally think of as a neighborhood. The river is a natural resource, a place where people can enjoy nature and relax. And yet, in the midst of this serene setting, lies a truly remarkable story of conservation and community effort. The story of Sibaver De La Mora Ceceles.

Sibaver De La Mora Ceceles is a woman who has dedicated her life to protecting the Tijuana River, the lifeblood of her community. She has fought tirelessly to preserve the river, which is not only a source of water but also a home to numerous species of plants and animals. Sibaver has been a vocal advocate for the river, speaking out against those who seek to exploit its resources for their own gain.

Sibaver’s commitment to the river is not just a personal endeavor. It is a collective effort that involves her entire community. She works with local organizations, such as the Tijuana River Valley National Wildlife Refuge, to promote conservation and protect the river’s ecosystems.

In recognition of her efforts, Sibaver has been awarded various honors, including the prestigious La Ballena Azul Award, given to individuals who have made significant contributions to the marine environment.

Sibaver De La Mora Ceceles is a true champion of the river, and her story is an inspiration to all those who care about the environment and the well-being of their communities. She reminds us that we all have a role to play in protecting the natural world, and that by working together, we can make a difference.

Calling All Bids

By Errol Grimes

The city of San Diego has issued a request for bids to construct a new police station in the downtown area. The project, which is estimated to cost $25 million, is intended to replace the current police station, which is outdated and unable to accommodate the growing population.

The new station is expected to have a capacity of 150 officers and will include state-of-the-art facilities such as training rooms, a multimedia center, and a gymnasium. The project is scheduled to be completed in two years, and the city is currently soliciting bids from construction firms.

The city has outlined specific requirements for the project, including the use of sustainable building materials and a commitment to hiring local workers. Bidders will be evaluated based on their past performance, financial capability, and compliance with the city’s procurement policies.

The city is hoping to receive bids from reputable companies that are committed to delivering high-quality work and meeting their deadlines. The selected contractor will be responsible for all aspects of the project, from design to construction.

This is a significant opportunity for local businesses to participate in a major public works project. The city is looking for companies that are capable of handling large-scale projects and are experienced in constructing police stations.

Anyone interested in bidding on this project is encouraged to contact the city’s procurement department for more information. Bids are due in two weeks, and the city will announce the winner shortly thereafter.

The city of San Diego is committed to ensuring the safety and security of its residents. By constructing a new police station, the city is taking a step towards ensuring that its police force is equipped with the resources it needs to serve the community effectively.

For more information, contact the city’s procurement department at (619) 232-2323 or visit their website at sdcity.gov. Bids can be submitted via email or in person at the city hall.
Lucky

7 Phones!
7 Days!
$7 Dollars!

Choose Any Phone in This Ad At
Our Incredible 7-Day Sale Price

Choose a Second Phone For Just $5
From Our Special Inventory

Activate Both Phones On One of
Our Great No Contract Service Plans

Cancel One or Both Phones
Anytime After 100 Days

That's The Deal!
You Come Up A Winner!

Check Out These Great New Rate Plans!

$25 per month 157 per month 167 per month
150 minutes every month $1.99 additional every month
Free Bonus Free Bonus Free Bonus

Activate Your Cellular Phone For One Low Payment,
We Offer No Contract Plans For Your Convenience.
It's Our Way of Saying.
'We're So Happy. Unless You're Happy.'

Now Listen to the House Rules:

Sevens!
EXECUTIVE ACCESSORY PACKAGES
All packages include a 3-year warranty.

SILVER
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter
- Leather Case

GOLD
- Leather Case
- Portable Hands-Free Kit
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter

PLATINUM
- Leather Case
- Portable Hands-Free Kit
- Vibrating Battery
- Desktop Charger
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter

Make a '20 Tax Deductible Donation to the Ronald McDonald House Charities® and receive:
- FREE Ericsson 768 Digital Phone®
- FREE Hands-Free Kit
- FREE McDonald's® Food

RATING BEST WIRELESS PROVIDER IN SANS DIEGO

Motorola g520
$150 Rebate**

Nokia 5190
$150 Rebate**

Nokia 6190
$150 Rebate**

FREE Roaming throughout California & Nevada
CALLER ID • VOICE MAIL • PAGING • LONG-LIFE BATTERIES

The Mobile Solution
EXPRESS
Activation Centers

Mission Valley Center
3073 Sports Center Drive
619/298-0787
Plaza Bonita Mall
14000 Valley Center Blvd
619/472-1018

To MEET or BEAT their price - Guaranteed!
NUTRI-SPORT
SPORTS NUTRITION WAREHOUSE
- protein powders + creatine monohydrate + weight gainers
- meal replacements + vitamins & herbs + fat burners
- testosterone enhancers + energy boosters

ONE YEAR IN TOWN AND ALREADY A CHAMP

A champion, a hero, the first of its kind, and all the honors. This is the story of US Army baseball player Patrick Dabrowski, who recently signed a contract with Daewoo Motors to promote their new sports car, the Daewoo Lanos.

The Daewoo Lanos is a compact car that's been designed to appeal to both drivers and fans of the sport. It features a powerful engine, advanced aerodynamics, and a sleek design that makes it stand out on the road.

Patrick Dabrowski is a former US Army baseball player who has played for the US Army team for several years. He's known for his exceptional skills and has been selected to represent the US Army in several international competitions.

Patrick Dabrowski has been a long-time fan of Daewoo cars and was thrilled to be chosen to promote their new Lanos. "I'm really excited to be a part of this project," he said. "Daewoo cars are known for their reliability and performance, and the Lanos is no exception. I'm sure it will be a hit with drivers all over the world."
GET $200 BACK WITH ANY AND FREE DELIVERY TO

WHY CHOOSE SAN DIEGO'S BEST - PREMIER WIRELESS - OVER THE REST?
• $200 back on all Pacific Bell phones, including $50 Premier Wireless rebate
• An extra FREE long-term battery with every activation • A FREE car charging adapter with every activation
• A FREE leather case with every activation • Award winner with 20 years of sales and service in wireless
• 13,000 sq. ft. location where Highway 8 and Highway 5 meet in the Sports Arena area
• Largest selection of digital phones at the guaranteed lowest prices

Ericsson 768
FREE* with $250 purchase: $30 off
4.4 oz.

Ericsson 388
FREE* with purchase:

$50 Back DON'T PAY
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
FREE Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All in One
FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

Motorola 6000
$49* Vibrating Phone
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
FREE Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All in One
FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

Motorola StarTAC
$99*
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
FREE Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All in One
FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

Motorola
$299
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
FREE Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All in One
FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

Nokia 5190
FREE*
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
FREE Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All in One
FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

Nokia 6190
FREE*
FREE Car Adapter
FREE Leather Case
FREE 2nd Battery
FREE Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All in One
FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

ACCESSORIES
Leather Cases ................. $10
Car Adapters .................. $10
Lithium Batteries ............ $39
Nickel Hydraide Batteries ... $20
Double Stand-up Chargers .. $25
Hands-Free System ......... FREE

3535 Camino del Rio West
Open 7 Days A Week
(619) 299-4455

PACIFIC BELL PCS PHONE YOUR HOME OR OFFICE

Trade in your old phone for a FREE Hands-free System - $79 value

Rate Plans
Digital 300 Minutes $24.95
Digital 600 Minutes $34.95
Digital 750 Minutes $49.95
Digital 900 Minutes $69.95
Digital 1500 Minutes $79.95
Digital 2000 Minutes $89.95

PACIFIC BELL Wireless
Authorized Agent
Premier Wireless

FREE CALLER ID • FREE ROAMING • FREE PAGING • FREE VOICE MAIL • FREE LONG-DISTANCE MINUTES • FREE CALLER ID • FREE ROAMING • FREE PAGING
Frank was born in 1911. They were very much in love."

Frank Bonfiglio’s daughter Mary Ann is talking. She strips and strips away a tear with the back of her hand. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York. The film was given some additional substance in February, 1917, when Bonfiglio, Hearst’s chief investigator, was named as a special agent of the United States War Department, and the film was presented to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, and shortly afterward, to the Victoria Theatre in New York.
Unwanted Hair

**Eplight**

Remove unwanted hair in a single treatment. No more shaving, waxing or depilatories. **Your procedure is performed by a registered medical professional.**

**Free Consultation**

Call (800) 555-1234 for your appointment or visit our website at www.eplight.com.

DEPRESSION

**DANIEL RESEARCH CENTER**

**International Institute**

**Helping Children and Adults Overcome Depression and Other Mental Health Issues**

**Free Consultation**

Call (800) 555-1234 for your appointment or visit our website at www.danielresearch.com.

**Trade in your cellular phone for $$$ and step up to**

Pacific Bell

**Bag Digital PCS**

**DONATE S80 AND GET A**

**FREE**

**Purge Digital PCS**

**Phone Plus**

**More when you sign up for**

**Wireless Service.**

**Plan your own rate plan.**

**PACIFIC BELL**

**Bag Digital PCS**

**LIMITED SUPPLY — CALL NOW! — 523-5287**

Pacific Bell

**2113 Midway Dr., Suite M (Next to Boot World)**

**These are separate service offers provided by each.**

**WE WILL NOTIFY YOU BY PHONE OR MAIL.**
My dad, of course, was hiding out. He was Frank Martin, my mother was Thelma Martin.

I was Mary Ann Martin.

We lived in Missoula, Montana, and my family walked on the Fort Missoula Trail. It was a great experience for us.

One day, my dad and I went to the movies. It was an adventure for both of us.

We had a lot of fun that day. We laughed a lot, and it was a special day for me.

My dad was a great dad, and I will always remember our times together. He was always there for me when I needed him.

Thank you, dad, for being there for me. I love you.
At Last, A Plastic Surgeon You Can Really Talk To

YOUR DOCTOR'S MOST IMPORTANT SKILL IS THE ABILITY TO LISTEN

• Tense-Muscle Loosening
• Facial Fat removal
• Breast Enhancement

ROBERT P. POLLACK, M.D., INC.
PLASTIC AND COSMETIC SURGERY
Correspondence: Dr. Robert Pollack
2000 Main Street \\
1st Floor \\
West Hollywood, CA 90069

4275 Wilshire Blvd \\
Suite 304 \\
San Diego, CA 92102

WWW.ABELMEDI.COM \\
619.582.9035

Do you have skin cancer?

If you have been diagnosed with skin cancer, you may want to talk to another plastic surgeon. The first step is to make sure the lesion is not a cosmetic one.

PINNACLE "SPY" CAMERA 


ever seen before.

EL CAJON APARTMENT DWELLERS:

What do you like in an apartment? Consider the following:

- How do you want to live and interact with others?
- How do you want to share the space?

You may want to talk to another plastic surgeon about these issues.
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Attorney, 34, adventurous, abstract, ambitious, articulate, active, alive and animated. Seeking authentic, ages, all-together, assertive, approachable, aromatic, and awesome adventures with aptitude to attain apex.

This week's winner of two Harbor Tours.

Bromchitis?

Research Study

Do you suffer from asthma symptoms?
- Wheezing
- Frequent respiratory infections
- Excessive Phlegm

You may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study and receive the following...
- Participant compensation
- Contact information

Call us today:
619-271-1151

Gary A. Cohen, M.D.

Reader Matches Success Story

Do you have a Reader Matches "Success Story" to share?
If so, please share your story and a "Success Story" certificate will be mailed to you. Call 619-271-1151 or email reader.matches@sanstorm.com.
Country music makes her cry.

Now she's singing a new tune at Buffalo Exchange. When reading's always in style.

WIRELESS E-MAIL.
THAT'S RIGHT.
WIRELESS E-MAIL.
YOU'RE WELCOME.

Contact Lens Problems?...
Let us fit you.

Fungus eating at you?
If you are HIST positive and have a fungal infection involving your eye, face or body just wait. You may be eligible to participate in our ZYLANE STUDY!

Lamisil® dermablend
Evaluation of a once-a-day tablet for up to eight weeks. All qualified participants will receive the study medication free of charge.

You may not participate if you have had adverse drug reactions to lamisil or are pregnant C.

IS LASIK RIGHT
FOR YOU?
The breakthrough I've been waiting for in LASIK procedure to correct nearsightedness and astigmatism has finally become available! Now you can get an improvement on your vision that really makes a difference. I have been using this procedure for a long time and I can tell you it really works! You can have a permanent improvement in your vision by having LASIK performed. Call or stop in at your convenience to learn more. We are happy to offer you:
- Free information on FREE and LASIK procedures
- Ask a question, receive payment plan
- A free screening examination

Donate $20 to Ronald McDonald House Charities and get all this for FREE—plus $50!


Pacific Bell

day digital PCS

Premier Wireless

FREE Roaming throughout California & Nevada
CALLER ID - VOICE PAGE - Paging - Long Life BATTERIES
FREE ROAMING - FREE CALLER ID - FREE VOICE PAGE - FREE PAGE CHARGES - FREE MESSAGE FILE
White Angels, Chicken Salad Sandwiches, and Fear
Collins Had neither a fiancée nor a dog.

REVIEW
SFI SMITH

Royal Collins, son and star of Adirondack, stands near the ladder. The others are in the background. The scene is set in a small town in the Adirondacks. The play is about two young men who are stranded in the town and are looking for work. The town is called Adirondack Heights, and the men are searching for jobs. The play is about the struggles of young men during the Great Depression.

At The Center
Danny Glover, Felix Justice
An Evening with Martin and Longston
February 27, 8:00pm, 110-544
This nation, black or white, is a happy result of a long history of freedom between slaves and masters. The history of the United States is characterized by a long history of exploitation and oppression. The stories of Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X are examples of how ordinary people can make a difference.

The Dogs are Back!
"Spectacular!
An amazing achievement!"

Theater & Dance
MARCH 23 - 27
219999

FEB
To Commit a Felony, Click Twice

"It's now a felony if I post a [copyrighted] song, and it's copied more than so many times."

M

ight is a good time to reflect on the issues that matter most to you. Whether you're a fan of music, art, or just looking for something new to explore, there's always something out there waiting to be discovered. In this month's edition of the Music Scene, we've compiled a list of upcoming events in your area, as well as some recommendations for artists to check out.

SCENE

PAT SHERMAN

"Something old, something new, something borrowed, something blue." This month, we're featuring a mix of familiar and fresh tunes, with a focus on showcasing local talent.

CALENDAR

MARCH 1
The Tower Records Salutes the Grammys

TOWER SALUTES THE 41ST ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDS

THESE NOMINEES ARE ON SALE NOW!

TOWER RECORDS

TOWER RECORDS - VIDEO - BOOKS

SPORTS ARENA

4907 Sports Arena Boulevard

FEB 1
1999

KIT KAT CLUB STEEL BREEZE

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25

ROBERT WALTERS 20TH CONGRESS

FRI

BLUES VENDETTA

FEBRUARY 26

BIG TIME OPERATOR

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26

CATAMARAN

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26

THE DRIFTERS & MARVELETTES

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27

NOMENCO

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27

THE TOWER RECORDS SINGERS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27

TOWER RECORDS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27

TOWER RECORDS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27

TOWER RECORDS
"The reality is that clubs are generally supposed to be paying BMI and ASCAP fees just like a radio station."

"People are not just skating on the surface of the copyright issue. It's been a long time since the music industry has been able to present a clear-cut, straightforward message about copyright and why it's important. The problem is that many clubs have never really been in a position to understand or appreciate the value of music. They see it as just another form of entertainment, something to be enjoyed without consideration of its source."

"But the truth is, music is a significant part of the economy. In the United States, it is estimated that the music industry contributes over $100 billion per year to the GDP. This includes not only the sale of records, but also the licensing fees that are paid to BMI and ASCAP for the use of music in clubs and other public venues."

"So the question is, why aren't clubs paying these fees? The answer is that many of them simply don't know about it, or they assume that they don't need to. They think that they can just play music for as long as they like without paying a dime."

"But the reality is that this is a dangerous assumption. BMI and ASCAP are constantly filing lawsuits against clubs that use music without paying the required fees. And these lawsuits can be very costly, both in terms of legal fees and the potential for large judgments."

"So what can clubs do to avoid these problems? The best thing is to simply pay the required fees. This can be done through BMI and ASCAP, which have partnered with a number of organizations to make it easier for clubs to do so. By paying these fees, clubs can avoid the risk of legal trouble and ensure that they are contributing to the music industry in a responsible way."
Gordon tells me that, although the band is popular with freeloaders, they have yet to sell a CD.

Beating Bill and ASCAP fees like all the radio stations, Bill says, "some do and some don't." Two weeks later, I drop by MXP's new office near UFCU. They're busy turning a 100-square-foot office in the same building. A matter of weeks, they have also done the Canucks to a sellout. House seating, 15 minutes of

I have no clue what the chain is...  

Gordon tells me that the band is popular with freeloaders, they have yet to sell a CD.

Beating Bill and ASCAP fees like all the radio stations, Bill says, "some do and some don't." Two weeks later, I drop by MXP's new office near UFCU. They're busy turning a 100-square-foot office in the same building. A matter of weeks, they have also done the Canucks to a sellout. House seating, 15 minutes of
Hopeful Hope Scalds Bebop
And for anyone who thinks West Coast means pastel, hold on to your hat.

West Coast, you see, means a lot of things. And while some of these things might seem a bit more subdued than the East Coast, let's face it, they're still there. The music, the art, the fashion, it all adds up to a style that's uniquely West Coast.

The new collection from Warner Bros. Records is a perfect example of this. The albums are filled with some of the best musicians in the business, and the sound is as smooth as silk. But don't let that fool you — there's a lot more going on here than meets the eye.

The artists on these albums are pushing the boundaries of what's possible in West Coast music. They're exploring new sounds and styles, and they're doing it with a level of talent that's simply stunning.

So if you think that West Coast means pastel, think again. This collection is proof that there's a lot more to West Coast than meets the eye.
Calendar

MUSIC SCENE

Local Music

Jeff Bright
By William Cram

The trouble with being a musician is that you think it's easy, but then you start working at it and you realize it isn't. That's what happened to Jeff Bright after he started working on his new album. He was recording in Los Angeles with producer Jim读书, and ran into some technical problems. The album was supposed to be a pop album, but ended up sounding more like a rock record. Jeff Bright is a singer-songwriter who has been working on his craft for many years. He has been performing at local clubs in the Bay Area for over a decade. His music is a mix of folk and rock, and he has a unique sound that sets him apart from other musicians. He is also a visual artist, and his paintings are often incorporated into his music videos. Jeff Bright is one of the most promising young musicians in the Bay Area, and his new album is a testament to his talent and dedication. He is currently working on his next album, which he hopes to release in the fall. Jeff Bright performs at the Bluebird Cafe on Saturday, February 7th. Tickets are $10 in advance and $12 at the door. For more information, please visit his website at jeffbrightmusic.com.
Apply to be a judge for a highly prestigious Movie Award:

Do you just a regular person who loves the cinema and want to see them just as much. Join our team and have an opportunity to participate in the selection process. We are looking for individuals who are passionate about movies and have a deep understanding of the industry. If you are interested, please fill out the application form available on our website.

For more information, please visit our website: www.movieaward.com
Morocco on Lower Fourth

My ex-post put aside his entree and with spoons we began rolling up the beans, mushrooms, and lamb.

In the Spanish-speaking crowd, we overheard many conversations where people were discussing the cuisine and where to find the best places to eat. One group was talking about a new restaurant that had opened recently, and another was planning a trip to Morocco. We decided to try something new and followed their recommendations.

The restaurant was set up in a cozy, intimate setting with soft lighting that created a warm atmosphere. The menu consisted of a variety of dishes, including lamb, beans, and mushrooms. We ordered the lamb and beans, and the flavor was delicious. The lamb was succulent and tender, and the beans were cooked to perfection.

After finishing our meal, we were stuffed, but the atmosphere was so inviting that we decided to stay and explore the menu further. We ordered a few more dishes, and each one was as delicious as the last. The service was attentive, and we were well taken care of.

Overall, our experience at Morocco on Lower Fourth was amazing. We highly recommend this restaurant to anyone looking for a unique and delicious dining experience.
Expensive Disappointments

While it was not bad wine, it did not justify the expense and patience I had lavished upon it.


The best Mexican restaurant!

"The best Mexican gourmet restaurant in the city!"

The native's secret is to know the best Mexican restaurants in the city. You'll find them here.

FREE Messy Sundaes For Two
PICTURE STORY

by the San Diego Historical Society

F

an-dancer Sally Rand presents her bubble-dance somewhere in San Diego, 1936. A true patriot, Ms. Rand played "for packed houses" at the Orpheum twice in 1942, and again in 1945. "My job now," she told a Divine reporter in '42, "is to give people an escape from the reality and grimness of war. It's to offer fantasy and beauty as people can go back to their jobs with increased vigor. I'm not minimizing importance of the war effort, but I can't make planes, though I do have a pilot's license. As I see it, my job is to do what I am to do, in addition to buying as many defense saving bonds as I can.*

*See San Diego Union article in Morning Call Collection.

MULTIMEDIA
WEBSITE DESIGN
3D ANIMATION
SPECIAL EFFECTS
VIDEO/SOUND/EDITING
MOTION GRAPHICS
INTERACTIVE DESIGN
The Advertising Arts College

Maurer College of Holistic Studies
Transforming lives through the art of touch

100 HOUR
MASSAGE TECH

MASSAGE THERAPY
ACUPRESSURE

ACUPUNCTURE

CERTIFICATION

20 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE!

"Deep Tissue Therapy"

"Trigger Point Therapy"

"Aromatherapy"

"Reflexology"

"Chakra Healing"

160 Hour Massage Tech

Hypnotherapy Training

FREE LECTURE
saturday, March 6 • 10-11 am

Renee, a certified hypnotherapist, will conduct a free workshop at Pacific College's accreditied class.

Pacific College of Oriental Medicine
1333 K St., Suite 102, San Diego, CA 92101
www.pacificcollege.com

THREE WAYS TO MAKE YOURSELF INDEMNIFIABLE

1. Get a good grade
2. Get a good job
3. Get a good grade

FREE CAREER SEMINAR
March 16, 5-7 pm

New Horizons Institute
12129 El Camino Real
San Diego, CA 92131
(858) 967-0101
State-of-the-art tooth replacement

If your crooked teeth from decades of neglect, plus age or injury, are making you feel tense and unhealthy, then our advanced technology is designed just for you. With our painless, state-of-the-art implants, you'll have a new smile that looks and feels natural. And you'll be able to eat, talk, and drink normally without any discomfort.

Carl H. Smith, D.D.S.
Endodontics and General Dentistry

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Gift Certificates Available
CONTEST PRIZES EVERY WEEK ON THE READER'S WEB SITE!

MOVIE PASSES
Win a pass for 2 to see Lock, Stock, & Two Smoking Barrels.
(Deadline to enter is 4 pm Tuesday, 2/7)

LASERIUM® TICKETS
Win tickets to Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon at the Reuben H. Musher Science Center’s Space Theater.
(Deadline to enter is 4 pm Tuesday, 2/7)

MUSICAL COMEDY TICKETS
Win tickets to see a special closing tribute to Elvis at the East County Performing Arts Center.
(Deadline to enter is 4 pm Tuesday, 2/7)

LIFT TICKETS
Win 2 lift tickets to Big Bear Mountain! A $90 value.
(Deadline to enter is 4 pm Tuesday, 2/7)

Just visit the Reader’s site to enter.
www.sdreader.com
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

Automotive

Drive today! CREDIT PROBLEMS? We can help!
Bankruptcy Military First-Time Buyer Repossessions

$0 DOWN DELIVERS
24-hour loan by phone: 1-800-663-6239

AUTOMAX
WHY PAY DEALER PRICES?

PROFIT & SECURITY

WINDOW TINTING $55

ST HENDA ACURA SPECIALISTS

FT HENDA

#1 CERTIFIED HONDA DEALER
4726 CONVoy SAN DIEGO
(619) 439-1039
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Plaster Disaster

Kid Stuff

Lucy looked up at me. An
eezing rope of plaster
snaked through her bright
orange curls.

The plaster yarn had even strung itself through the
corners of Lucy's room. I was not going to let that
rope go through...